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French actor Omar Sy has come a long way from
the gritty Paris suburbs where he grew up. But
sitting in a five-star Beverly Hills hotel, he has

clearly not forgotten his immigrant roots.  And the
same goes for his career-weeks after starring in the
record-breaking “Jurassic World” blockbuster fran-
chise, he will be on US cinema screens in his latest
French film, “Samba,” out here this week.  “Last year
was the perfect example: during the winter, I was
shooting ‘Samba,’ and during the summer, I was
shooting ‘Jurassic World.’ And for me that’s the perfect
year,” he said in an interview. 

“To travel to such different projects in the same
year... If it can continue like that, it will be a dream,”
said Sy, who lives outside Los Angeles with his wife
and four children. The 37-year-old, whose parents
were immigrants from West Africa, has long been
known in his native France both for television and
film work. But he was catapulted into international
success by 2011’s “The Intouchables,” about the rela-
tionship between a quadriplegic millionaire and a
caretaker he hires from a poor Parisian suburb.
Directed by Olivier Nakache and Eric Toledano-with
whom Sy was reunited for “Samba”-” The
Intouchables” became the biggest-selling French film
overseas of all time.

Immigration difficult subject 
Sy, who also earned a Cesar-France’s equivalent of

an Oscar-for “The Intouchables,” said the film’s aston-
ishing success doubtless made it easier to produce
“Samba.” “A movie like ‘Samba’ is difficult to release,
because of the subject, difficult to finance in France
because of the subject. But after the huge success of
‘Untouchables’ all the doors were open,” he said.
“Samba” tells the story of the title character, a
Senegalese immigrant struggling to get by without
proper papers, and Alice, a burnt-out executive
(played by Charlotte Gainsbourg) helping him as part
of her recovery process.

Sy said the movie-which came out in France last
year, and gets a limited US release from Friday-was
“100 percent” realistic in terms of its depiction of the
daily struggle of immigrant life. “That’s why I’m so
proud of it, that’s why I love working with (the direc-
tors), because they’re telling the truth,” he said.  The
issue has hit the headlines big time in in Europe
recent months because of boatloads of mostly African
immigrants streaming across the Mediterranean,
sometimes losing their lives in the process.

“It is an unfortunate coincidence,” Sy said of the
film’s release at the same time as such tragedies.  “But
in Europe and in France especially, we have the immi-
gration issue... we heard about it since we were
young, all the politicians talk about immigration and
immigrants,” he said.  “Of course we have our own sen-
sitivity... My parents come from Senegal, Eric’s parents
come from Morocco and Olivier’s come from Algeria,

so we are sons of immigrants, so we wanted to talk
about it, so that’s why we did it.” 

Next film with Bradley Cooper 
The actor moved to LA three years ago after “The

Intouchables.” In addition to “Jurassic World,” he has
appeared in the last “X-Men” movie, and will co-star
with Bradley Cooper in a comedy, “Adam Jones,” out in
October. Sy says he is very happy with this combina-
tion of doing Hollywood movies and working back
home-noting that the LA movies, while more high-
profile internationally, actually put less pressure on
him.  “To have the... responsibility I have in films in
France, (contrasting with) something a little lighter,
where I am not the lead and I am in a supporting role
with a little less pressure and a little more freedom, it’s
a perfect balance,” he said. 

That said, Sy-whose English has come a long way
since he moved to California-doesn’t rule out taking
lead roles in US movies in future.  “Why not?” he
asked.  “If I have the opportunity, if it’s the right time,
the good opportunity and if I feel able to do it, why
not?” In any case, he doesn’t plan to give up his
French film career anytime soon. “There are so many
movies to do in France, there are so many stories to
tell, there are so many useful movies we can do. There
is no reason to stop,” he said. — AFP

French star keeps eye on roots amid Hollywood success

French actor Omar Sy poses during the press day for the movie ‘Samba’, in Beverly
Hills, California. — AFP 

Delevingne debuts

first major role in

‘Paper Towns’

British model Cara Delevingne takes up her first major movie
role in “Paper Towns”, stepping off the catwalk and onto the
silver screen in the film adaptation of American author John

Green’s novel about young love and adventure. The 22-year old,
who made her acting debut in the 2012 film adaptation of “Anna
Karenina”, plays Margo in the movie, her neighbor Quentin’s (Nat
Wolff ) longtime crush. The pair embark on a night escapade
before Margo disappears and Quentin goes on a mission to find
her. “I’ve wanted to act ever since I was a child. It’s one of my
biggest dreams,” Delevingne said at the film’s premiere in New
York on Tuesday night. “Living your dream is very emotional, I’m
very happy.” The Burberry and Chanel model has turned her atten-
tion to acting with several films in the works including the much-
anticipated “Batman” spin-off “Suicide Squad”, set for release next
year. — Reuters  

Cara Delevingne

Afilm adaptation of best-selling author
Gillian Flynn’s “Dark Places” stars
Academy Award winner Charlize

Theron as a woman revisiting a brutal family
murder. Theron plays Libby who, 25 years
after her mother, played by “Mad Men” actress
Christina Hendricks, and sisters were brutally
killed, confronts the tragic events of that
night, investigating whether her jailed broth-
er Ben, portrayed by Corey Stoll, was indeed
responsible.

The film also stars “X-Men” actor Nicholas
Hoult and “Kick-Ass” actress Chloe Grace
Moretz. “It is a huge ensemble cast and every-
body has really fleshed out bony characters,”
Theron said at the film’s Los Angeles premiere
on Tuesday night. “The story is only as good
as them and they get to tell it.  I think that’s
what made it something really appealing to

me, the idea of going to work with all these
characters and telling this story.”

Theron, last seen in cinemas in “Mad Max:
Fury Road”, is also a producer of the film
directed by Gilles Paquet-Brenner. “I love the
movie making process so whether I’m pro-
ducing or not, I’m always on set. I don’t like
being in a trailer (or) ...  isolated in a little
room,” she said of her producing role. “I’m fas-
cinated by camera equipment and the crew
that makes it happen.” The movie follows the
2014 film adaptation of Flynn’s best-selling
novel “Gone Girl”, which starred Ben Affleck
and Rosamund Pike. “Dark Places” hits US cin-
emas on Aug 7.— Reuters

Theron confronts family murder in ‘Dark Places’ role

In this week’s edition of the Variety
Movie Commercial Tracker, powered by
iSpot.tv, “Ant-Man” dethroned last-

week’s leading “Vacation” as the movie
backed with the most TV advertising dol-
lars, while three new films made their
debut. Marvel increased the TV ad spend
behind “Ant-Man” by nearly $2 million over
last week to an estimated $8.13 million,
taking the top position with 1,160 national
airings across 41 networks led by Disney
XD and Nick. Warner Bros, meanwhile,
reduced the TV budget for “Vacation” by a
similar amount, causing it to fall to second
with $7.01 million for 989 national airings
across 45 networks led by Comedy Central
and FX.

Debuting at third was another Marvel
superhero entry from 20th Century Fox, the
reboot of “Fantastic Four,” backed by $5.83
million for 1,161 national airings across 45
networks led by Disney XD and Cartoon
Network. Columbia’s “Pixels” entered the
chart close behind at fourth with $5.42 mil-
lion for 1,112 national ads across 45 net-
works led by Nick and Cartoon Network.

The Weinstein Company’s “Southpaw”
followed with $5.28 million for 1,018
national airings across 36 networks led by
Spike and TruTV. Combined, the bottom
three newcomers were separated by less
than a half million dollars in estimated TV
spending. Overall, the movie industry
spent $140.7 million on TV advertising for
the week. Marvel, with two movies in the
top five, led the way with over 22% of that
total, followed by Warner Bros. with just
under 20% and Columbia Pictures with
over 12%.

Thanks to the 2015 MLB All-Star Game,
Fox collected the vast bulk of this spending,
with $10.4 million ($6.3 million of which
came from the baseball game alone). The
Cartoon Network, NBC, and ABC followed
with over $4 million each, and MTV was fifth
with $3.5 million. — Reuters

Marvel tops movie studio 
TV spending with 

‘Ant-Man,’ ‘Fantastic Four’

Japanese deep sea
Manga ‘6000’ being
adapted as movie

All Nippon Entertainment Works and “Black Swan” pro-
ducer Mike Medavoy are partnering to adapt the deep
sea thriller “6000” as a feature film. The English-lan-

guage film will be based on Nokuto Koike’s Japanese horror
Manga series “6000: Rokusen” from Gentosha Comics, which is
partnering on the project. Edward McGurn and Ben Anderson
are producing along with Medavoy. Tara Billik is overseeing
the project for ANEW.

The film is set 6,000 meters below the ocean’s surface at
a research facility where a mysterious disaster killed the
crew and shuttered the station. When a new team is sent
down to get the operation running again three years later,
tension builds as they struggle against the claustrophobic
environment, their own deteriorating minds and danger
lurking in the depths. “We were immediately drawn to the
tension of ‘6000,’ and are looking forward to bringing this
psychological thriller to the international movie audience,”
Medavoy said.—Reuters

It’s getting harder and harder for summer
releases to avoid getting stampeded by
the popcorn season herd. This weekend,

“Pixels,” a gaming comedy with Adam
Sandler; “Southpaw,” a boxing drama with
Jake Gyllenhaal; and “Paper Towns,” a tween
weepie from John Green, the author of “Fault
in Our Stars,” all enter the fray. The issue is that
holdovers like last weekend’s champ, “Ant-
Man,” and the critically heralded “Trainwreck”
are both expected to do solid business in
their second weekends, and juggernauts like
“Jurassic World” and “Minions” continue to
draw big crowds. Something’s got to give.

Sony, the studio behind “Pixels,” is predict-
ing a muted debut of roughly $25 million for
the comedy, while analysts are pegging an
opening of $30 million. If the film fails to hit
$30 million it could have difficulty being prof-
itable unless foreign audiences lift it into the
black. Bringing together Pac-Man, Donkey
Kong and Tetris together in one film was
pricey, setting the studio back $88 million
before marketing and distribution costs are
taken into account. Sony will roll out the film
in 3,500 theaters domestically and 47 over-
seas markets with the hopes that the
videogame concept and colorful special
effects will attract audiences across the globe.

Sandler, once a reliable box office draw,
has struggled of late at the multiplexes, with
the likes of “Jack &amp; Jill,” “That’s My Boy”
and “Blended” all  failing to ignite. Only
“Grown Ups 2” has recaptured his winning
ways, so he could use a summer hit if he
wants to prove he still should command a big
paycheck.

As for “Paper Towns,” the picture doesn’t
need to do “Fault in Our Stars”-type numbers
to make money. That film stunned the indus-
try last summer when it made $307 million
globally on a $12 million budget-a figure
“Paper Towns” won’t hit given that it lacks a
movie star on the level of Shailene Woodley
among its cast and “Fault in Our Stars” was
Green’s bestselling book. Fox, the studio
behind the picture, didn’t release a budget,
but it is in the range of “Fault’s” cost. Look for
“Paper Towns,” which follows a young man’s

scavenger hunt for his missing love, to pull in
$20 million when it premieres on roughly
3,100 locations. That number could move
northwards if teens embrace the picture and
word of-mouth goes viral, analysts say.

“Southpaw,” the story of a boxer who must
resurrect his live inside and outside the ring
after enduring a series of personal tragedies
and professional setbacks, is looking at an
opening of $13 million. The adult drama is
hoping to show some endurance as the alter-
native to all the superhero films and franchise
pictures. The Weinstein Company backed the
roughly $30 million production and will push
the picture into approximately 2,750 venues.
Competition among the trio of new releases
could allow “Ant-Man” to retain its box office
crown. The film debuted to $57.2 million and
could be headed to a sophomore weekend of
roughly $30 million. — Reuters

Box office: ‘Pixels,’ ‘Paper Towns’ 
jump into crowded summer field

Nat Wolff, right, and Alex Wolff attend the
premiere of ‘Paper Towns’ at AMC Loews
Lincoln Square in New York. — AP

Tom Cruise’s latest mission is to help TCL
expand its reach into the US TV market.
Success won’t be measured in how ably

Cruise’s alter ego, Ethan Hunt, scales tall build-
ings or clings to the outside of a plane during
takeoff. It’s a far gentler endeavor, emerging
through a marketing partnership between the
Chinese electronics company and Paramount
Pictures and tied to the July 31 theatrical release
of “Mission: Impossible - Rogue Nation.”

As part of the effort, TCL will package digital
copies of the movie with the purchase of one of
its TCL Roku televisions when “Mission:
Impossible - Rogue Nation” is released on home
entertainment platforms later this year. In
advance of that, the pair are teaming up on digi-
tal, print, television, and outdoor promotional
materials and the company will host a pre-
screening event at the TCL Chinese Theatre in
Los Angeles on Tuesday, July 28. TCL bought the

naming rights for what was formerly called the
Grauman’s Chinese Theatre for $5 million in 2013
as part of an effort to raise its profile in
Hollywood. 

TCL has shouldered into the domestic home
electronics market, rising from selling roughly
100,000 sets two years ago to approximately
one million this year. It is fifth in market share
among television manufacturers.  “We want to
grow both our brands,” Chris Larson, vice presi-
dent of sales and marketing for TCL said of the
Paramount partnership. “The film is fun and
engaging without being heavy, and that’s how
we see ourselves. We don’t want people to think
too hard about how we deliver their entertain-
ment. We  just want them to be able to consume
it in the best possible way.”—Reuters

TCL to include copies of ‘Mission: Impossible - Rogue
Nation’ With TVs in Promotional Partnership 


